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We might ask ourselves the same question. What
makes it possible for us not to be so afraid of making
the changes necessary to make our own lives more
coherent and honest? I suspect an important factor in
our capacity to do that is our experience of being loved
and cared about, by one another, by God. Who has
cared about us today? Who has extended themselves to
us out of their own goodness? Such reflection brings us
to the heart of gratitude. And then we might ask
ourselves, to whom have I extended compassion and
care? And, sadly, to whom have I not?
Cruelty breeds fear in others. It isn’t of God.
Exploitation creates frightened people.

Dear Sisters, Friends, Collaborators,
Benefactors,
With Your help we have arrived at the
end of the first session of the “Life in fullness”
project. We would like to express our gratitude
in this newsletter. We are very grateful for your
trust, help, collaboration and support which
you have offered and we would like to express
our thanks in this newsletter.

I find it a bit daunting that Jesus doesn’t invite us to
love one another, or encourage us to love one another,
or do it because it’s a nice thing to do. He commands
us to love one another. For those of us who have
dedicated our lives to the service of others, this simply
isn’t an option. I have a hunch that the times when we
really experience ourselves as “ill” in mind or spirit,
those are the times when we haven’t been very obedient
to that command. We have allowed fear to take over.
Meanness sneaks in when we are afraid. Anger can get
a stranglehold on us, preventing us from ever forgiving,
when terrors fill us.

A Few Thoughts on the Fear of
Change*
By Donna Markham OP, PhD, ABPP
Not too long ago, I was speaking with university
professor about the reluctance of some of his colleagues
to look at some different ways of teaching and relating
interdepartmentally. He looked me straight in the eye
and said, “We’re not afraid of change—we’re terrified
of it!”
After some time discussing the situation, I asked him
what he thought could be done in order to help his
colleagues handle the situation more appropriately. “I
guess we really need to love each other better. It’s the
only thing I can think of that could stop us from being
so afraid.”

“What I command you is to love one
another…Whoever does not love, does not know God.”
People who are open to growth and to healing are open
to experiencing the love of the community and the love
of God. They’re also great-hearted enough to extend
themselves in loving kindness to others. To the degree
to which we are able to do that, we reflect healthy and
holy ministry. It is for this that we continue to pray—
that as church, as persons committed to the
proclamation of the gospel command to love—that we
will be friends of God and deal with one another in the
kindness and compassion of a God who gave us his
only child.

Such a profound reality so simply stated. Love is
probably the only thing that helps us overcome our fear
of one another, our fear of the future, our fear of the
unpredictable, our fear of change.
“No one can become fully aware of the very essence of
another human being unless he loves her. By his love
he is enabled to see the essential traits and features in
the beloved person; and even more, he sees that which
is potential in her, which is not yet actualized but yet
ought to be actualized. Furthermore, by his love, the
loving person enables the beloved person to actualize
these potentialities. By making him aware of what he
can be and of what he should become, he makes these
potentialities come true.”
(Viktor Frankl)

* This article was published in the COVENANT Newsletter edited
by The Southdown Institute from Canada, a prestigious institute in
the field of psychotherapeutical services offered to clerics and
consecrated persons . Sister Donna Markham, OP was the CEO of
this Institute between years 1993-2003.
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Painting, manual activities, music,
dancing were also occasions to stay together
with the other sisters and to get closer to each
other.
Beside the practical and active part we
had also a theoretical part – presentations of
different themes. These psycho-educational
seminaries were important to me because they
helped me to understand myself better and to
find explanations for my behavior.
I consider that the time spent here was
a gift from God through which He is
telling me that life is beautiful and it was
offered to me to live it in its fullness,
depends on me whether I take it and how I
live it.
Sr. Laura Marina Pleşca, SFMA

The
sisters
who
have
participated on the first session of the
project share their experiences with
those who may want to participate in
the future in this project. From their
testimonies we may know the personal
benefits that they gain in this program.
Dear sisters,
First of all I would like to congratulate
you for the courage to come here and to work
with yourself in order to gain a better selfknowledge and to live consecrated life with
more joy and serenity.
I am a junior sister, I am 26 years old
and I have participated on the program „Life
in fullness” from November 2010 to February
2011 together with other 3 sisters.
The road I have come along in this
period had ups and downs, hopes and
discouragements, joys and disappointmens, in
one word it was as it is in life.
I came here with a sadness and
discouragement because I did not understand
what I was living. Through the individual
sessions and the group therapy I started to
know myself a little better and to understand
what I feel and how do I behave. I have heard
in a homily that „the longest way the man is
crossing is from mind to heart” and I do
believe that here I have the opportunity to
walk on this road – to make a connection
between what I think, feel and do.
The individual therapy sessions were
the place where I could discover the problems
I am confronted with, to see their roots and
based on these to see what can I change in my
life.
At the group sessions, in spite of my
difficulty to verbalize my feelings, I had the
possibility to put on stage some of my
experiences which made me suffer in order to
overcome them in the future.
The spiritual direction sessions helped
me to maintain my belief that God loves me as
I am and that He is closer to me than I am.
Jesus is the only person who is always beside
me and I can and have to depend only from
Him.
In the program it was scheduled arttherapy, an activity which was not only a
moment of learning something new, but a way
of expressing myself and to relax.

Dear sister,
I would like to share with you this adventure
of my life „Life in fullness”.
I find myself at the end of these „3 months
of grace”, which I have spent together with other 3
sisters in the house of the C.R.S.M. in Cluj Napoca.
The time spent together here was a
possibility for me to see myself „with the eyes of
God”. It was a possibility to discover my qualities I
was gifted with and also those things that are
obstacles on my way of a „consecrated women”.
It was a special time, filled with surprises
and discoveries. I needed much courage, because
behind of these beauties there is also another face
of the bill - the fight with myself. Although it wasn’t
easy for me to walk this road, it was worthwhile,
because just in the moment when I could be
aware of who I am, I was capable to say: „God
loves me trully.”
I could learn here to have the courage to
face my needs, my feelings and my weakneasses. I
have learnt that in order to be myself I have to
watch lovingly what I am,
my positive and
negative parts.
There were wonderful moments in which I
could bring forward my hidden talents and also the
ways through which I could find again myself.
On this way another thing that helped me
was my great desire and my commitment to open
myself totally to the formators – God’s mediators for
me.
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It wasn’t easy, but I have the satisfaction
that I made everything that depended on me in
order to see how can I follow Jesus better.
If in the individual therapy and spiritual
direction sessions many depended on my
involvement and desire, in the group sessions I have
discovered life with its joy and sufferings with the
help of my colegues under the guidance of
Sarolta.
I have brought to light the roots of my
inner self.
I can testify that everything was wonderful
and blessed through the fact that I could find the
courage to put for the first time after 37 years, the
first-aid „bandage” on the „wound” on which all
the sufferings and difficulties of my life were built.
But for me this is not the end, ... it is starting
now. The life I have to embrace and commit myself
will be the fruit and the reward for me.
Nothing remains from now on, but to thank
God and the „Life in fullness” project's formators, to
the sisters from my community and to my colegue
sisters for this opportunity.
I will pray for you to have the courage to
take on this way and may the Holy Spirit enlighten
you. Be brave and everything will be blessed by the
Lord.

learnt that I have not remained alone in this world, I
have learnt how to help others, how to not walk
with a mask on my face, how to relate with others,
how to come across with my feelings, which are my
boundaries and how to choose the middle way.
I have learnt that God is the master of life
and death and He wants me to be a lively person in
the life to which I have been called.
The group sessions helped me to see myself
better and to dig in my interior, to be opened in the
individual sessions. In group I could be better seen
by the others. I feel good now because I can talk
about myself with others.
I feel like being a library from which a part
of the books have fallen down, from now on I have
to take each book and put it in its right place.
I thank God and all those who made
possible for me to participate on this program,
which was so fruitful that I feel like I made 2 years of
noviciate and the year of the final preparation, all
together.
I will be thankful all my life and I will owe
prayers all my life.
Sr. M. Mihaela Melania Ciubotaru, CJ

Sr. Gianina

Therapeutical team:
Spiritual guidance: Pr. Leó Páll, ofm
Group psychotherapy: Psih. Sarolta Lázár
Community life: Sr. Ecaterina Tatov, sja
Priest: Pr. Marcelin Rotaru
Lectio divina: Sr. Teodora Dănescu, sss
Kinetotherapy: Centrul Isokinetic
Art-therapy: Sr. Maria Ignat, osbm
Domokos Botond
Melotherapy: Starmüller Éva
Dance: Sr. Piroska Darvas, sa
Individual psychotherapy and project coordinator:
Sr. Ildikó Homa, sss

Dear sister,
I am 45 years old and I am in the
monastery for 23 years. 8 months ago I had two
surgeries: on 7th of May 2010 I had a gallbladder
and a hernia surgery.
For this reason, last summer it was special
for me, I couldn’t work hard in my mission. But I
have prayed and offered my sufferings to Jesus.
In october 2010 I was asked to do this
program of psychotherapy. Winter was coming
and I could not clean the snow, I started to work
but it was hard for me.
I did not know what will happen, but I took
it as a gift from God.
I came to this program with a burn out
sindrome and with the suffering that I have
remained alone after my mom's death .
During these 3 months, and which were not
always easy for me, I have participated on group
meetings and individual sessions. On this program I
have discovered and learnt a lot, I have
discovered my human part, my feelings, I have

The program included:
13 hours of spiritual guidance, 108 hours of
group psychotherapy, 15 hours of individual
psychotherapy, 75 hours art-therapy, 10 hours
melo-therapy,
10 hours kinetotherapy, 16 hours therapy
through dance, 15 hours lectio divina and
guided meditation, 2 retreat days, 12 hours
psycho-educational
seminaries,
30
hours
individual study and 20 hours voluntariate with
persons with disabilities.
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body and live a happy life, full with satisfaction and
love.
Do not hesitate, live the „life in fullness”
with faith and a maximum authenticity and openess
to the formators and to the spiritual director.
Openess is not easy, but it is possible. Have
courage and responsability for a greater engagement
in living life fully and remain faithful to our bride
Jesus Christ.
I wish you succes!
Sr. M. Paulina Lenghen

Dear sister,
I would like to express my joy and to share
my experience lived fully in a period of grace of my
life. I had the opportunity to participate in the
project „Life in fullness” which lasted 3 months.
This road walked together with other 3
wonderful sisters was a mutually enriching
experience and was filled with surprises. It was a
period when I felt the presence of God in my life,
the look of Jesus from the tabernacle made me
understand better that without Him I can do
nothing. In my life I encounter hills and valleys, in
spite of the fact that I have met the One in I believe
and the One in I have put my trust, but I can be sure
that I am walking on the road which leads me to the
true encounter with God, who loves me and who
calls me to a life in fullness.
It is worthwhile to walk on this road
because I discover myself standing in front of
God with everything I have, gifts and limits, joy
and suffering, qualities and vagueness in my
life.
I have understood and learnt that I have to
give a meaning to my life and to give value to the
beeings and things that surround me. In this way my
life receives a contour which irradiates of happiness,
because soul and body are merged, when harmony
and reality of life are fully lived out.
I thank God that I had special formators
who have helped me in individual and group settings
to understand and to be aware of the reality I am
living.
The atmosphere which sourrended me,
people around me, formators and the spiritual
director, everybody was exceptional. They taught me
to be aware of my feelings, my weaknesses, my
psycho-emotional dynamics and of the others, and
how to assume change as a personal project.
To perceive the other as a creature of God.
I have learnt to not run anymore from problems and
sufferings, my inner sufferings or of those caused by
others, but to confront daily with them, and through
my daily YES said to Jesus Christ to accept any
suffering from His love.
With the help of formators I could discover
my gifts I have received from the Heavenly Father
for fulfilling the will of that Who called me.
Offering myself daily and freely from
unconditioned love for Jesus Christ and for the
neighbour I can gain the true peace of mind and

“In spite of my being related to life and to people, I am
aware of my being separate, different. There is a singularity that
makes me an ’I‘ and distinguishes me from everybody else. I realize
that I am on my own, that I have to master my existence myself
and that, basically, I am alone and maybe even lonely. But in
addition to my solitude, there is so much more that is equally
singular. The diversity, beauty and uniqueness in all of this make
me feel respect for it.
In the midst of this world, I discover myself unmistakably,
I am with myself and I am given to myself. This places before me the
fundamental question of being a person: I am myself – may I be like
this? Do I feel free to be like that? Do I have the right to be what I am
and to behave as I do? This is the domain of identity, of knowing
oneself and of ethics.
In order to succeed, it is necessary to have experienced
three things: Attention, justice and appreciation. Again one can verify
the presence of this third cornerstone of existence in one’s life by
asking: Who sees me? Who considers my uniqueness and respects
my boundaries? Do people do me justice? For what am I appreciated
– for what can I appreciate myself?
If these experiences are missing, loneliness will be the
result, hysteria (histrionic disorders) as well as a need to hide behind
shame. If, on the other hand, I experience these qualities, I will find
myself, find my authenticity, my relief and my self-respect. The sum
of these experiences builds one’s worth, the most profound worth of
what identifies my own self at its core: My self-esteem.
In order to be able to be oneself, it is not sufficient to
simply experience attention, justice and appreciation. I also have to
say “yes to myself”. This requires my active participation: To look at
other people, to encounter them and, at the same time, to delineate
myself and to stand by my own, and to refuse whatever does not
correspond to myself.
Encounter and regret are the two means by which we
can live our authenticity without ending up in solitude. Encounter
represents the necessary bridge to the other, causes me find his or
her essence as well as my own ‘I in the you‘. Thus, I participate in my
self-appreciation, attain my self-acceptance.”
(ALFRIED LÄNGLE)
Fragment from article: Alfried Längle, M.D., Ph.D.:The
Art of Involving the Person. Fundamental Existential Motivations as
the Structure of the Motivational Process,
European
Psychotherapy/Vol. 4 No. 1. 2003
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